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Acemoglu-Restrepo Approach
• Innovation at task level involves taking a task and substituting a person for a machine


• AI/Automation could be welfare reducing


• If the displacement effect outweighs the productivity effect


• Possible for ‘so-so' AI innovations rather than ‘brilliant’ ones


• Counterbalanced by reinstatement effect (new tasks)


• Empirical exercise: forecast these effects


• Past changes in labour share appear to be driven by change in task composition (displacement)


• Magnified distortions from subsidies to capital and costs of labour


• Policy response


• Use government to change the direction of AI research


• Away from human-replacement and towards human-augmentation



General Equilibrium
Y = wL + (1 + r)K

wa + (1 + r)b = 1General equilibrium condition:

Labour

Requirement

Capital

Requirement

wa′ + (1 + r)b′ < 1New technique:

⟹ w′ > w

wa + (1 + r)b′ > 1Lower wages requires:

⟹ b′ > b

Welfare harm is related to incentives to develop/adopt 
inefficient production techniques





Will adopted AI involve less 
efficient production?



Good Automation?



AI vs. Automation
$

1950 2018

Cost of 
Prediction



Automation = AI Prediction + Machine Action



Judgment always comes from a human



AI provides Prediction

Automation includes both Prediction + Action

Hard-Coded Judgment

Automation requires Judgment at Scale

Lower complexity?

Innovation: take task and add AI 
• If judgment in-moment — augments human 
• If judgment hard-coded — full substitution

implies … pure wage to capital price driven involves 
centralised judgment 

where judgment also coded, productivity driven.



System-Level Substitution

• Empirical forecasts based on 
forensic examination of tasks miss 
key organisational level decisions


• If AI adoption requires system 
change, it will be slower but also 
involve more labour than task-level 
analyses suggest


• System-level change can, when it 
kicks in, be very disruptive


• Focus on speed of displacement.





More meetings?



Tasks vs. Systems
Task View 

•Labour has an absolute advantage in 
more complex tasks


•As AI becomes cheaper, less complex 
tasks are conducted by machines 
rather than labour


•This reduces the relative price of 
labour, which makes it economic to 
develop/add more complex tasks

System View 

•Tasks are more productive when 
coordinated


•As AI becomes cheaper, tasks in 
modular systems are conducted by 
machines rather than labour


•This reduces the relative price of 
labour, which makes it economic to 
develop/add more labour to achieve 
coordination.

The difference is in whether factor choice is directed at cost minimisation or 
whether adoption is driven by what the technology can do. Will prices guide 

change or will function guide change?



Conclusions
• When an innovator is working on bringing AI to a task, what is motivating them?


• Are they motivated by saving labour costs?


• If so, they are likely to be frustrated unless judgment is or can be hard-coded


• If so, the costs may be higher than expected if the organisation isn’t modular


• Are they motivated by productivity/value?


• If so, more innovative directions. Can focus on better prediction.


• Which is more likely?


